


OURMISSION
We are fans as well as manufacturers, so we only produce kit that we would
want to wear ourselves. Our mission is to create the perfect result, first time and
every time. From the smallest garment detail to the largest shipment manifest,
our highly trained staff are capable, knowledgeable and thorough.

OURVISION
We pride ourselves on our values – ensuring that our approach and our
relationship with customers is conducted in a professional and efficient manner.
These values also serve our business well internally, making certain that our
customers receive the best possible experience.

OURPORTFOLIO
VO2 are UK based and proud to be part of the Sports & Leisure Brands Ltd
group of companies, specialising in the design and manufacture of high
performance sportswear for elite competitors in a wide range of
sporting disciplines.
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PERFORMANCE FIT FOOTBALL SHIRT
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Offering an athletic fit for a sculpted look, the VO2 Performance Fit Football Shirt
is the pro choice for striking team wear. Manufactured from the lightweight
Delta 200 fabric which is strong and highly breathable to keep you looking fresh
and in control. The natural stretch allows complete freedom of movement and the
unique x-over-pro style collar is flexible and robust enough for the toughest
challenges. Perfectly matched with VO2 Football Shorts and available in adult sizes
for the serious player.

PRODUCTFEATURES
- Constructed using Delta 200. This technical fabric is lightweight and highly
breathable to keep you cool and fresh.
- Athletic fit with set-in sleeves and longer back panel for a sculpted look.
- Hardwearing, anti-piling and colour fast for excellent garment life.
- Fully sublimated for exceptional design, logo and sponsor applications.
- Naturally stretching fabric with a soft feel for comfort.
- X-over-pro collar is strong, flexible and offers further customisation options.
Taped at the back for strength and wear resistance.

PRODUCTSIZING
- Available in Mens sizes XS - 4XL



CLUB FIT FOOTBALL SHIRT
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
The VO2 Club Fit Football Shirt is the classic garment for every football team. Raglan
sleeves help to minimise chaffing and the longer scooped back panel completes the
professional look, tucked in or not. Manufactured from the lightweight Blast 140
fabric which is strong and highly breathable to keep you looking fresh and in control.
The unique v-neck collar is easy to wear, looks great and is reinforced for strength.
Perfectly matched with the VO2 Football Shorts and available in adult and junior
sizes, and with short or long sleeves for all variations of the beautiful game.
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PRODUCTFEATURES
- Constructed using Blast 140. This technical fabric is
lightweight and highly breathable to keep you cool
and fresh.
- Modern football shirt style with raglan sleeves and
longer back panel for a professional look.
- Hardwearing, anti-piling and colour fast for excellent
garment life.
- Fully sublimated for exceptional design, logo and
sponsor applications.
- Naturally stretching fabric with a soft feel for comfort.
- V-neck collar is taped at the back for strength.
- Available as a long and short sleeved garment.

PRODUCTSIZING
- Available in Mens sizes XS - 4XL
& Junior sizes XSY - XLY.



GOALKEEPER SHIRT
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Perfect kit for the goalie, the VO2 Goalkeeper Shirt features long sleeves and elbow
padding to resist tough pitches. Raglan sleeves help to minimise chaffing and the
longer scooped back panel completes the professional look, tucked in or not.
Manufactured from the lightweight Blast 140 fabric which is flexible and highly
breathable to keep you looking fresh and in control. The unique v-neck collar is easy
to wear, looks great and is reinforced for strength. Perfectly matched with the
VO2 Goalkeeper Shorts and available in adult and junior sizes.

PRODUCTFEATURES

PRODUCTSIZING
- Available in Mens sizes XS - 4XL & Junior sizes XSY - XLY.

- Manufactured using Blast 140. This technical fabric is lightweight and highly
breathable to keep you cool and fresh.
- Additional padding on the elbow and forearm to resist tough pitches.
- Modern shirt style, raglan sleeves and longer back panel for a professional look.
- Hardwearing, anti-piling and colour fast for excellent garment life.
- Fully sublimated for exceptional design, logo and sponsor applications.
- Naturally stretching fabric with a soft feel for comfort.
- V-neck collar is taped at the back for strength.



FOOTBALL SHORTS
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Classic fit football shorts manufactured from the highly breathable and strong
Blast 140 fabric, for all levels of play. 

PRODUCTFEATURES
- Manufactured using Blast 140. This technical fabric is lightweight and highly
breathable to keep you cool and fresh.
- Classic fit, modern style, to suit all levels of player and all types of game.
- Hardwearing, anti-piling and colour fast for excellent garment life.
- Fully sublimated for exceptional design, logo and sponsor applications.
- Lightweight and flexible fabric promotes a natural range of motion.
- Wide elasticated waist band with integrated drawstring closure ensure the shorts
stay in position.
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GOALKEEPER SHORTS

PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Designed to soften the blow from a tough pitch, the VO2 Goalkeepers Shorts are
padded on the outer leg panels for extra protection. 

PRODUCTFEATURES
- Manufactured using Blast 140. This technical fabric is lightweight and highly
breathable to keep you cool and fresh.
- Additional padding on the outer leg panels to resist tough pitches.
- Fully sublimated for exceptional design, logo and sponsor applications.
- Lightweight and flexible fabric promotes a natural range of motion.
- Wide elasticated waist band with integrated drawstring closure ensure the shorts
stay in position.
- VO2 Shorts and Goalkeeper shorts are available in Mens and Junior Sizing.



FOOTBALL CLUB SOCKS
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PRODUCTSTYLES

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1. Plain sock
2. Contrast top
3. 38mm stripe top
4. No.3 with contrast leg
5. 2 x 9mm stripes
6. No.5 with contrast leg
7. 3 x 13mm stripes top 

8. No.7 with contrast leg
9. Hoops
10. 25mm turnover tip
11. 2 x stripes in centre
12. 2 x stripes with contrast centre
13. 2 x 19mm multi-coloured stripes
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Engineering for maximum performance and durability. The Club Sock is an ideal
cost effective solution to great looking team kits. Choose from 13 different styles
including hoops, stripes and contrasting turnover and in a huge range of colour
options too. The 1000 denier weight sock is comfortable and highly breathable
with a padded sole and smooth seams throughout.

PRODUCTFEATURES

PRODUCTSIZING
Club Socks are available in the following sizes:
- Small (UK Shoe size 12 - 3)
- Medium (UK Shoe size 3 - 6)
- Large (UK Shoe size 6 - 11)

- Premium quality sock with a range of customisation options to complete any
team kit.
- Choose from plain colours, hoops, contrasting turnover, stripes and more, with a
huge choice of colours.
- Highly durable, performance sock with padded soles for all day wear.
- Breathable and moisture wicking fabrics to keep you cool and dry.
- Crease and UV resistance keep the socks looking great for longer.
- Elasticated ankle and instep for comfort and control.
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FOOTBALL PRO SOCKS

PRODUCTDESIGN EXAMPLES
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Professional custom football socks, perfect for completing the look of your kit with
the option to add club badges, text or almost any design elements. The elasticated
ankle and instep adds to the comfort of the sock with gentle compression helping to
hold it securely, improving the fit and ensuring maximum durability.  The enhanced
foot-bed minimises chaffing and provides cushioning for all day comfort.

PRODUCTFEATURES

PRODUCTSIZING
Pro Socks are available in the following sizes:
- XS (UK Shoe size 9 - 12)  - Large (UK Shoe size 6 - 11)
- Small (UK Shoe size 12 - 3)  - XL (UK Shoe size 11 - 13)
- Medium (UK Shoe size 3 - 6)

- Enhance the finish of any football kit with uniquely customisable team socks.
- Add club badges, text or almost any design element in a wide range of colours.
- Durable finish and cushioned foot-bed for comfort.
- Rosso toe seam for a smooth comfortable finish and micro mesh knit foot vents to
enable movement and breatheability.
- Cotton/poly construction provides a high level of moisture wicking.
- Crease and UV resistant to keep the socks looking great for longer.
- Elasticated ankle and instep for comfort and control.



TEAM WEAR

WARM UP T-SHIRT
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
With a regular fit and short sleeves the
fully customisable VO2 Warm Up
T-Shirt is the ideal garment for training
sessions and pre-game workouts.  The
lightweight Spear fabric is highly
breathable ensuring moisture is wicked
from the skin quickly, keeping you
feeling fresh and focused. The integral
stretch weave provides flexibility and
comfort for a natural range of motion.

TECHNICAL POLO
PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Smart, stylish and functional. The fully
customisable Technical Polo Shirt is
constructed from high performance
wicking fabrics which provide excellent
sweat transference properties,
ensuring you stay dry and fresh. Short
raglan sleeves increase comfort and
offer a relaxed fit, and the polo is
finished with a three button closure
and soft-feel collar for ease of wear.
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PRO HOODIE
PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
Heavy-weight and cotton rich, with a huge range of customisation options to make
your club kit or team wear stand out from the crowd. The soft fleece-like inner of
the VO2 Pro Hoodie is warm enough for the coldest touch line or as a great
warming up garment. Hood lining, sleeve and side panels and piping detail can be
sublimated for unique designs and to compliment team kits. Chunky flat lace draw
cords add a modern twist and finishing options including embroidery and printing.

PRODUCTSIZING
Our Team Wear garments are available in the following sizes:
- Junior Sizes XSY - XLY
- Mens Sizes 2XS - 4XL
- Womens Sizes 6 - 20 (Technical Polo Only)



BASELAYER TOP
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PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
The VO2 Long Sleeve Baselayer is cut with a performance fit, contoured to the body
for easy layering and improved dispersion of moisture from the skin.

PRODUCTFEATURES
- The ideal garment for layering during colder weather, helping optimise body
temperature during training sessions and matches.
- Techfit fabrics are highly breathable to wick moisture from the skin quickly keeping
you dry and fresh.
- Gentle compression garment for muscle support and improved hold.
- Lightweight and flexible for a second-skin comfort feel and a full range of motion.
- Easy wash and quick drying for simple kit management.
- Available in a gender specific fit and junior sizes.
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BASELAYER LEGGINGS

PRODUCTDESCRIPTION
VO2 Baselayer Leggings provide additional muscle warmth and support without 
adding bulk. Minimal seams prevent friction against the skin.

PRODUCTFEATURES
- VO2 Baslelayer leggings are available in full, 3/4 and short length.
- The ideal garment for layering during colder weather, helping optimise body
temperature during training sessions and matches.
- Techfit fabrics are highly breathable to wick moisture from the skin quickly keeping
you dry and fresh.
- Flat-stitched seams are specifically placed to reduce chaffing.
- Gentle compression garment for muscle support and improved hold.
- VO2 Baselayer leggings are available in Mens, Womens and Junior Sizing.
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CASE STUDY: GREENBANK F.C.

STEP

01

STEP

02

STEP

03

STEP

04

STEP

05

OCT 2017 - INVITED TO tender
Not long after the 2017 / 2018 season had kicked off, Greenbank F.C. decided to change their
kit supplier. They had experienced issues with the previous supplier including missed
delivery deadlines resulting in some of their teams not received kit until well into the new
season, despite ordering in plenty of time. VO2 were invited to tender for the business
along with 35 other suppliers and to assist with the application we produced an artwork
design proposal and supplied sample garments to show the quality and finish of the
garment ranges. 

FEB 2018 - tender WON
Around 20 suppliers completed the tender and the club quickly narrowed this down to a
short list of three, one of which was VO2. Following a club committee meeting Greenbank F.C.
decided to select VO2 as their official club kit supplier for the 2018 / 2019 season and
onwards. The deciding factors in the final decision were the quality and range of custom kit
and the opportunity to work closely with a UK based business. Upon hearing the good news
our in-house design team quickly completed the designs for the club including the addition
of unique team sponsor logos and a bespoke number font. 

MARCH 2018 - ORDERING PROCESS CONFIRMED
To help the individual team managers order the correct sizes required for the players the
club decided to order a full size range of football shirts and shorts. This was quickly actioned,
with garments being delivered to the club 4 weeks later. This allowed the team managers to
see the garments in plenty of time and for players to try kit on before ordering. We also
created a Club Shop through our online ordering facility YourClubShop.co.uk. This enabled
team managers to order the kit they needed quickly and securely on account, and to upload
their required sponsor logos directly at the point of ordering along with any additional logo
placement information. The club secretary had instant access to all the required invoices and
order details, confirming team orders and making payments before manufacture. 

AUGUST 2018 - KIT DELIVERED
We arranged with the club that there should be two ordering windows. One so teams would
have kit up to a month before the season kicked off ready for pre-season games, and the
second so kits were delivered the week before the regular season began. Both ordering
windows closed 6 weeks before the manufacturing deadline. In total 18 individual teams
ordered new kits, all with unique sponsors logos to the front chest and some with additional
sponsors below the back number and to the sleeve. The complete order consisted of over 
600 garments, and all were delivered in full and on time.

SEPTEMBER 2018 ONWARDS - INTO THE NEW SEASON
As the new season started there were still two teams that had missed the deadline, having
been unable to get sponsorship in time. Once these orders were confirmed we pressed on
with manufacturing the garments promptly to ensure the young players had their new kits as
quickly as possible. Our standard delivery lead time is 3-6 weeks. We look forward to working
with Greenbank F.C. for the rest of the current season and into 2019/ 2020.
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We're delighted with our
new VO2 team kits. The
attention to detail during
the design stage enabled
us to create a modern,
bespoke, high quality kit,
all at an affordable price.

The ordering process has
been made simple with
our own online shop,
which allows managers to
order quickly and easily.
VO2 have continued to
deliver to the timescales
agreed and offer ongoing
support to all our
managers when ordering. 

We're looking forward to
working with VO2 for
many years to come.

Thank you.

SHANE WARD
GREENBANK F.C.



ENGLAND CLOTHING
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WHAT WE OFFER
Ordering your embroidered or high
quality screen printed clothing has never
been easier. If your club is looking for 
cost effective active wear or training 
garments then look no further than
England-Clothing.co.uk.

From printed polos and
hoodies, right through to Kit Bags, 
we offer a quality printing solution at
low prices, and our highly skilled design
team will even create your logos and
graphics for you. We’ve a huge range of
products that can be seen at
England-Clothing.co.uk which can 
be customised within industry leading
time scales.

SUPER FAST
LEAD TIMES

COMPETITIVE
PRICING

HUGE RANGE
OF PRODUCTS

DIRECT DELIVERY
SERVICE

PRODUCT LIST
- T-Shirts
- Hoodies
- Jackets
- Kit Bags
- Polos

See England-Clothing.co.uk for our full product collection.

- Baseball Caps
- Trousers
- Sweatshirts
- Boot Bags
- Vests

- Beanie Hats
- Zoodies
- Overalls
- Sub Jackets
- And much more...



SIMPLIFY TEAM KIT MANAGEMENT 
Organising, ordering and paying for
club kit can be a headache. There can
be minimum order quantities,
cheques to be cleared and multiple
deliveries to wait in for. So we
decided to make life easier for club
secretaries and kit managers by
creating YourClubShop.co.uk
to take care of the logistics for you.

This service is available FREE to all
our customers. As well as being able
to let your club members order
individual items of kit throughout the
year, we have introduced a brand new
ORDER WINDOW system that gives
members access to great BULK ORDER
prices with the ease and convenience
of independent purchases.

HOW IT WORKS

1. SELECT YOUR DATES: First of all, choose the dates you want your order
window to be open for (the duration is up to you, but remember a shorter
window means you’ll get your order quicker).

2. ORDER ONLINE: Next, tell your club members that they can log-in and
order the items they want. Payment for items will be taken at checkout, and
as long as your members order within the window time frame, they will
benefit from bulk pricing.

3. GET YOUR DELIVERY ESTIMATE: Finally, once the order window is CLOSED
we’ll collate the order and contact you regarding shipping costs. We will then
begin manufacturing the garments and give you a delivery timescale of
when you can expect your products.
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YOUR CLUB SHOP
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SIZE CHARTS
VO2 Football Size Charts are of body measurements only, not garment measurements.
We do the work in our patterning to ensure that VO2 clothing is cut with the
right amount of room to fit the measurements stated on the guide. We encourage
you to measure yourself before choosing what size to order.

1

2

4XL3XL2XLXLLMSXS
inches

CM
TO FIT
CHEST

inches
CM

TO FIT
WAIST

4846444240383634
122117112107102969186
4240383634323028
107102969186817671

MENS

20181614121086
inches

CM
TO FIT
CHEST

inches
CM

TO FIT
WAIST

4442403836343230
1121071029691868176
3836343230282624
9691868176716661

WOMENS

XLYLYMYSYXSY
inches

CM
TO FIT
CHEST

inches
CM

TO FIT
WAIST

3230282624
8176716661
2624222018
6661565146

JUNIOR

1) CHEST: Measure around the fullest part of your chest, keep the
tape level, under your arms and breathe naturally. 

2) WAIST: Measure around your natural waistline, mid way
between belly button and bottom of your rib cage.
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ORDERING PROCESS
At VO2 we aim to make the process of ordering team kit as simple and straightforward
as possible.  Whether you are ordering just a few items, or in charge of ordering kits for 
every age group in your club, the process is always the same.  The following outlines
the steps to create and receive delivery of your custom team kit.

PRODUCTion Lead times
We’re based in the UK and have a helpful team on hand to ensure we deliver our
promises. Our lead times, typically 3 - 6 weeks, are some of the fastest available and
we’ll always give you a realistic date for your order to arrive.

THE DESIGN PROCESS
If you have a design in mind, our experienced Artroom Team will assist you in placing
your logos in the correct positions to bring your ideas to life.  We can even match an
existing design from another manufacturer, supply us with a sample garment or an
old artwork proof and we'll do the rest.  As soon as we have clear instructions we will
create the design proofs and forward onto you to approve before manufacturing 
any garments.

UNSURE OF YOUR SIZES
The loan of size samples is a free of charge service if you return the samples to us in
pristine condition.

PLACING YOUR ORDER
Orders can be placed directly through our customer services team or via our online
Club Shop facility at YourClubShop.co.uk 

BILLING & DELIVERY
We require full payment on all first orders.  All future orders require an initial deposit
of 50% when placing the order to secure production time. The remaining 50% is due
upon receipt of purchase.

Deliveries will be dispatched by our mail carrier and can take up to 3 - 5 working
days.



VO2 Sportswear, Reynolds House, Lodge Farm, Wigsley Road, North Scarle, Lincoln, LN6 9HD


